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Summary of the participants  
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‘I don’t think I could do it for a stranger though, I don’t know them as a person, 









"?She’s the closest thing I’ve got to a mum now) I love her to pieces, so I’ll do 
anything for her.’  "
*-!!%-"8-*+"+$)+".23)+%39"+2"$-6")(3+"$)."!62(9$+"+$-7"1*2&-6"+29-+$-6;"
?That’s what motivated me, to know that it is special) I know that they have 
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was surprised at 3$-64 choosing me 3*239"5)(&-4; The other two sisters are both 






‘I had an argument with my sister+in+law over it; she said the same thing as the 
counsellor, ?this is not your child"3+2"$-6")(3+4 ;"(Anne)""




=)6+%1%5)3+&"8-*+",-6/"5)&&%23)+-")!2(+"+$-"?right to motherhood ")3.")"&+6239"
72+%,)+%23"0)&"+2"$-*5"&27-23-"-*&-")1$%-,-"+$%&"?3)+(6)* "*%8-"56296-&&%23;"
‘It was something she really wanted and having my own two children) I 
would never be without them 3*)(9$&4$ however hard work they are.’  (Susan) 
‘It’s priceless’ (Anne)""
?Best thing in the world)it’s a special thing) in whatever shape or form its 
offered to you, whether it’s natural, not natural "(Debbie)."
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‘Although I do not want more children of my own, I have thought about it, it 
would be nice to have a girl but you never know what you are going to get) 
Maybe it is not a need for children of my own because I know we can’t really 
maybe support another child) Maybe it’s a need for being pregnant, maybe 
surrogacy and being able to give somebody that child)’ (Debbie) 
‘I have read about surrogacy, which I did say to my auntie that I would do as 
well. I would be her oven for nine months, just so she could have something 







"‘I suppose I had some qualms about the procedure itself but put them aside 
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 ‘I suppose, at the back of my mind there is consideration I might want another 
one again, at some stage, if I am with someone else) 3*)(9$&4  I’ve already 




"?I am more of a giving person)I didn’t think about it, as soon as she asked 
me my answer was yes "'>33-);""
‘I’m a charitable person; I’ll give if I can "'*-!!%-);""
<3"123+6)&+$",(&)3")55-)6-."+2"0%&$"+2"),2%.")"3-9)+%,-"E(.9-7-3+"23"$-6"?&-*8 ;""
?It was something she wanted a great deal so it’s not something I could just 
say, no) It would be selfish for me to say no’. "
&21/+-".23)+%23"7).-"+$-7"8--*"+$-/"0-6-"6-&5-1+-."!/"8)7%*/")3."86%-3.&"!-1)(&-"
28"+$-"123+6%!(+%23"+$-/"$)."7).-"+20)6.&"+$-%6"8)7%*/;"
 ‘People still now say ‘Oh please tell us about it’) ‘I don’t know if I could do 
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"?I think I would just want to know if they ever did get pregnant. Did I help 
somebody? That sounds terrible but was it for nothing?’ (Debbie) 
=)6+%1%5)3+&")*&2"8-*+")"&-3&-"28"6-&523&%!%*%+/"+2".-*%,-6"922."'()*%+/"221/+-&"0$%1$"
12(*."6-&(*+"%3")"&(11-&&8(*"56-93)31/;""
 ‘When it came to the time of harvesting I was more worried about the eggs, 
are they going to be strong enough, are they the right size, are they 










‘You have got to value the egg donors as much as the people you are trying 
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+$%&"0)&")"5-6&23)*"7)++-6")3."1238-&&-."+$)+"?I did not want to know the reality ;"
*-!!%-")3."+$-"6-1%5%-3+")96--."+$)+"+$-/"02(*."!-"25-3"8627"+$-"&+)6+")3."+-**"+$-"
1$%*."+$)+"?she 3$-6")(3+4 was the mother but he/she was not born from her eggs ;"<3"
123+6)&+$",(&)3"$)."&-6%2(&"1231-63&$"!-1)(&-"$-6"&%&+-6"0)&"6-+%1-3+"+20)6.&"
.%&1*2&(6-!"
?It’s something that ought to be just known "3+2"56-,-3+4"?possibilities of 
explosions later that we don’t know about’ 3)3.4"?repercussions that could be 




?I flush them away once a month ) once they have left my body, they are not 
mine) I don’t see an egg as a potential life’.  
*-!!%-"6)+%23)*%&-."%+")&"*%8-"!-9%33%39"23*/"0$-3"+$-"-99"%&"8-6+%*%&-.$"&2"%+"%&"32+"$-6&"
)&"%+"02(*."6-'(%6-"8-6+%*%&)+%23"!/"$-6"5)6+3-6 &"&5-67"826"%+"+2"!-"?$-6 "1$%*.""
?I haven’t carried the baby, it’s not my baby... I know this child was not made 




?She would like to believe that he is her own child;.. urm ) and obviously she 
is bringing him up;.. It is hard seeing your own living 3*)(9$&4 offspring sort of 
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but that somebody else’s in some ways...  I am sure it’s easier for my sister 













+$-7-"?Giving the gift of motherhood’"&(5526+-."+$%&"%.-)")3."+$-"1231-5+"28")"
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-;" #*#!" 50-2" >(#" 7-6+%*%+/" ,(11-&&" ()+-&" 3<3+-63-+4;" #-3+-6&" 826" *%&-)&-"
#23+62*" )3." =6-,-3+%23H" 3" 1%+-." 50-:" *-1" 5:4;" " >,)%*)!*-" 8627!"
$++5!II000;1.1;92,I)6+I6-526+&I%3.-4;$+7*""
5;" J26.)3"#@$"@-*)6"#*$",+)3"D%**%)7&"(;">323/72(&"221/+-".23)+%23!")"82**20"
(5" )3)*/&%&" 28" .2326& " -45-6%-31-&;" J" =&/1$2&27" &!&+-+" F/3-12*"
500;H5:!-;:K-:-;"
2;" =-33%39&" F;" #277-3+)6/" 23" #6)8+" )3." #$263$%**!3-0" -+$%1)*" &+6)+-9%-&" +2"
6-16(%+"9)7-+-".2326&;"(-562."@%27-."&3*%3-"5001H-0!"201"20/"
;;" 6(7)3" 7-6+%*%&)+%23" )3." 87!6/2*29/" >(+$26%+/!" '*%&1*2&(6-" 28" *2326"
<38267)+%23)" 3<3+-63-+4;" 3" 1%+-." 50-<" J(3-" :4;" >,)%*)!*-" 8627!"
$++5!II000;$8-);92,;(:I::5<;$+7*""
:;" 6(7)3" 7-6+%*%&)+%23" )3." 87!6/2*29/" >(+$26%+/!" '*%&1*2&(6-" 28" *2326"
<38267)+%23)" 3<3+-63-+4;" 3" 1%+-." 50-<" >56" 5:4;" >,)%*)!*-" 8627!"
$++5!II000;$8-);92,;(:I.21&I899L)3.L&5-67L.23)+%23L%3L+$-L+9L50-5"
50-2;5.8"
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:-K:;;"
/;" D-%*"8$"#263-+"*$",%!23/" #$"-+")*;"=&/1$2*29%1)*" )&5-1+&" %3" )323/72(&")3."
323")323/72(&"221/+-".23)+%23;"6(7"(-562."-//;H/!-2;;K-2;1;"
-0;"9$)7&%" 7$" 83.7)3" %D$" A)1)33)" <#" -+" )*;" ,27-" 5&/1$2*29%1)*" )&5-1+&" 28"
221/+-" .23)+%23" 8627" :3203" .2326&" 23" )*+6(%&+%1" !)&%&;" 7-6+%*" ,+-6%*"
-//1H<=!252K251;"
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-2;"=20-6"%$"@)!-6"($">!.)**)"6$"-+")*;">"1275)6%&23"28"+$-")++%+(.-&"28",2*(3+--6"
.2326&" )3." %38-6+%*-" 5)+%-3+" .2326&" 23" )3" 2,(7" .23)+%23" 56296)77-;" 6(7"
(-562."-//0H:!2:5K2::;"
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